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Will Your Home
be OBSOLETE
as soon as it's

completed?
In this book is aMESSAGE of vital concern

to you who are planning a new home . . .

fresh NEWS about the latest develop-

ments in home CONDITIONED-AIR heat-

ing that introduce new standards of

comfort, healthfulness, convenience and
economy . . . information that will help

you to save money, to avoid costly mis-

takes and to have a home that years from

now will still be truly "MODERN" and
high in resale value!

NOW WATERBURY offers you:

— advanced engineering achievements in CON-
DITIONED-AIR heating systems that realize

amazing new results in efficiency, dependable
operation and fuel economy—with oil, gas, coal

or coke,—in any size home;

— a delightful new experience in automatically-

controlled, comfortable, healthful, refreshing

indoor weather . . . "Hawaiian climate" in your
home all winter!

— effective night-air cooling in summer;

— provision for easily adding cold water or refrig-

erated cooling, whenever desired, at reasonable
cost;

- for the small low cost home, a new, small, com-
pact but completely adequate Waterbury
COMFORTROL that offers the finest CONDI-
TIONED-AIR heating,

-for those not yet ready to invest in automatic
Conditioned-Air heating, a highly-developed,
efficient and economical gravity warm air fur-

nace (now available in attractive green-enam-
eled square casing) to which automatic heating
and conditioned-air features can be easily

added at a later date;

-plus the CLEAN heat that has always been a
distinguishing Waterbury feature because the

Waterbury welded seamless steel furnace body
is permanently leak-proof]

Copyright 1939 by The Waterman-Waterbury Co,
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Waterbury Factory Engineering Service

I offers you a HELPING HAND
pOR expert help in planning your

home heating and winter air condi-

tioning system (providing for Summer
Cooling, if desired) ... for reliable infor-

mation on how a Waterbury system with-

in your cost limitations can be installed to

assure greatest efficiency, economy and

dependability . . . you can turn to the

Waterbury organization as you would to

a capable and trusted friend.

Here, a large staff of competent heating

and air conditioning engineers, draftsmen

and service men is ready to serve you.

Find out what WATERBURY offers

Cooperating with Your Architect, Contractor and
local WATERBURY Dealer

Proper planning of your heating and
air conditioning system is as important
and as individual a job as planning your
home. Whatever size or type your home
is to be, whatever your preference as to

fuel (oil, gas, coal or coke), whatever
I
your cost limitations may be, there is a

WATERBURY Air Conditioner or Warm
!

Air Furnace that can be planned and in-

stalled to exactly fit your requirements.

Waterbury factory engineering service,

combined with the knowledge and ability

of your local Waterbury dealer, furnishes

blue prints, data sheets and estimates

without charge.

Profit by the more than 30 years of

WATERBURY specialized experience in

warm air heating and winter air condi-
tioning for homes. First, study the follow-

ing pages which show part of the com-
plete Waterbury line. Write for more
complete information on the units in

which you are interested, and for the

name of your nearest Waterbury dealer.

Do this now, before you make your final

decision on the heating system that goes
into your new home. Avoid regrets and
disappointments later ... get the facts . .

.

check and compare BEFORE you buy!

THE WATERMAN-WATERBURY CO., 1121 Jackson St. N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Bring Hawaiian Climate" into YOUR
HOME— for Joyous Living

PERFECTLY delightful temperature the year 'round
... refreshing clean air, healthful humidity, in-

vigorating soft breezes . . . such is Nature's great gift

to such favored spots as Hawaii, parts of California,
Florida, etc.

Are you aware that now you may enjoy the desira-
ble features of Hawaiian climate right in your own
home all through the Winter months— also more
comfortable indoor weather during hot Summer
days—with

COMFORTROL Conditioned-Air Heating

COMFORTROL gives you indoor weather as you
like it, adjusted to your individual comfort . . . health-
ful, delightful, refreshing . . . (the "Hawaiian" kind)
. . . delivered by automatic controls without human
effort or attention. It purifies, warms, humidifies and
correctly circulates the air . . . recreates in the home,
in winter, those delightful weather conditions that
Nature gives us in her pleasant Springtime moods.
The relative humidity in many homes during cold

weather is between 10% and 20%, when it should
be 30% to 35% to prevent drawing of moisture from
our bodies, from plants, furnishings, woodwork, etc.
Pans on radiators and other makeshifts are utterly
inadequate, as the average home requires about one
gallon of water per room per day, properly diffused
into the air. With COMFORTROL you do get health-
ful humidity PLUS air purification, comfortable heat-
ing and air circulation.

Priceless Benefits to Health and Comfort
Greater resistance to colds and other Winter ail-

ments, more vitality, increased working efficiency
and enjoyment of living . . . these are advantages of
COMFORTROL Conditioned-Air Heating (Hawaiian
climate) in your home.
HOUSEWORK MADE EASIER—women especially

appreciate COMFORTROL Conditioned-Air heating.
Furniture and floors stay cleaner, less dusting and
cleaning are required. Draperies and curtains retain
their freshness longer. There's a real saving in clean-
ing and redecorating expense.

Relief from Summer Heat
After sundown, simply open basement windows,

lift out the panel back of the air filters in the COM-
FORTROL cabinet and switch on the blower. The
cool outside night air is then drawn in through the
air filters and circulated up through the rooms of
your home, forcing out the stuffy heated air, replac-
ing it with cool filtered air, and cooling off the whole
house.

In the morning, close all windows and doors and
replace the panel in the COMFORTROL cabinet.
Leave the blower running for continued filtered air
circulation. In a well insulated home, this night-air
cooling and continued air motion in daytime will help
keep the rooms comfortable for hours. COLD WATER
OR REFRIGERATED COOLING EQUIPMENT may be
added whenever desired.

COMFORTROL
HUMIDIFIER— T—

4 mm

used in larger-size COM- mmW*

FORTROL Units. The wire
screen cylinder, rotated by water dripping into the
cups, picks up a thin Him of water which is evapo-
rated by warm air stream from furnace. Humidity
easily regulated by changing rate of water flow,
Automatic controls extra.

THERMO-DRIP HUMIDIFIER—

used on Smaller COMFORTROL units
Simple, inexpensive, automatic. The Bi-
metal rod expands with heat, opening water
valve and allowing water to drip into stain-
less steel pan over top of furnace body,
where it evaporates rapidly. Water valve
closes when furnace cools.

AIR FILTERS

of improved type, high stan-
dard quality. Larger dirt-

holding capacity.
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Indoor Weather as YOU like it

Produced by COMFORTROL Magk"

THE kind of weather that is most pleasing, most healthiul
and most invigorating to human life . . . the ideal weather

enjoyed only occasionally by most of us ... is after all* simply
the proper combination of these four factors

—

fresh clean air

pleasing temperature
gentle air motion
satisfying humidity

Now, these same four essential features of ideal weather can
be enjoyed in your home all through the winter (and to some
degree in summer, too) . . . with a Waterbury COMFORTROL
Air Conditioner. Here's how it's done—in a single, compact,
correctly coordinated unit:

AIR PURIFYING with improved type air filters of large
capacity and proved efficiency in removing dust, dirt, lint,

pollen and other impurities from the air.

AIR MOTION with the Waterbury-designed, precision-
built, quiet-running COMFORTROL Blower which draws
the air from the rooms down through the air filters, then
forces it through the heating chamber and humidifier, cir-

culating the purified, heated and humidified air throughout
your home. TWO-SPEED BLOWER MOTOR— automati-
cally controlled by furnace bonnet temperature and pro-
viding almost continuous air circulation for more even
room temperature—available at small additional cost.

HEATING by the most satisfactory and economical method
... the direct, quick action method . . . WATERBURY
WARM AIR heating, the ideal vehicle for air conditioning.

HUMIDIFYING by the most efficient and dependable
method suited to each size of COMFORTROL. (See descrip-
tion of Humidifiers on opposite page.)

SUMMER COOLING by using the COMFORTROL Blower
circulation for NIGHT-AIR COOLING and daytime filtered

air motion; or more effective cooling by adding Cold Water
or Refrigerated Cooling units. If cold water is available
(55° or colder, as from a deep well) a COOLING COIL
will give effective home air cooling. Otherwise, a refriger-

ating unit (compressor) is added.

Cutaway view
showing Cooling
Coil (below fil-

ters) and com-
pressor (refriger-
ating Unit) in
smaller cabinet
at right. Easily
added at any
time.

Precision-Built

COMFORTROL Blower

Rubber cased ball bear-
ings, permanently lubri-

cated, assure freedom
from repairs. Motor
mounted at top, free from
basement moisture. Entire
machine set on four rub-
ber heels, eliminating vi-

bration. Blower operation
scarcely audible. Variable
speed drive. General
Electric motor with ther-

mal safety cut-out. TWO-
SPEED Blower Motor at

small extra cost.
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More beautiful than ever, are the new Waterbury
COMFORTROL Air Conditioners and Square Casing
Furnaces . . . "designed for loveliness" as well as
heating efficiency and economy. In modern stream-
line design . . . straight clean lines with rounded
corners . . . they rival the latest in radio and refrig-
erator cabinets.

The pleasing two-tone green enamel finish is un-
usually smooth and hard because heavy autobody
steel is now used for making the outer casings of
these new Waterbury units. Bright chromium-plate
trimmings and a gleaming black enamel band
around the bottom add a new note of distinctive
beauty. And it's all so easy to keep clean and new-
looking with a dusting brush or damp cloth.
Now the heating plant becomes an attractive

background for a cheerful recreation room, instead
of something to hide behind a partition. No separate
furnace room is required—just save that expense.
With a COMFORTROL installation, small, neat
square pipes are used for air ducts, placed along the
ceiling where they do not interfere with head room
—may even be hidden under the plastering if

desired.

Safety, too, with COMFORTROL
All moving parts are completely covered, yet read-

ily accessible for service. Burner hoods for oil-burn-
ing and gas burning models and front hoods for
stoker models, are available at modest extra cost.
The outer casing has an inner liner with circulat-

ing air space between it and the outer casing. This
keeps the outside surface of the casing from getting
hot. The liner is fastened to the furnace body to

reduce conduction of heat and is slightly corrugated
to minimize expansion and contraction stresses.

CLEANLINESS assured by Waterbury

Seamless Steel Furnace Construction
The furnace body is welded into one piece—no

seams or joints. The bottom is welded to the body,
permitting no possible chance of gas leakage. Com-
bustion gases, soot, oil fumes and odors have only
one place to go—out the chimney. Not even the
odor of burning oil can sift into the warm air cham-
ber through a Waterbury Seamless Furnace body.
The large radiator is of copper steel and also fully
welded. The furnace sets up off the floor to permit
circulation of air under the unit, thus even the bot-
tom of the furnace is heating surface.

For AVERAGE Homes—9300
Oil-fired Air Conditioner

For SMALL Homes—2300 STOKER Air Conditioner— 1200 Series for use with SEAMLESS Oil Furnace
Oil-fired Air Conditioner with any good stoker.

Hand-fired Air Conditioner for coal

—

800 Series
SEAMLESS STOKER
Furnace—No. 1224H

j_y

H« i

SEAMLESS Furnace
for Coal—800 Series

GASTITE Furnace
for coal—700 Series



UNIT WITH BURNER AT END
(Burner hood optional, extra cost)

Ingenious arrangement of furnace

casing permits placing of oil

burner and flue pipe on right or

left side or at end, as most con-

venient.

UNIT WITH BURNER AT SIDE
(Burner hood optional, extra cost)

C0MF0RTR0L
2300 SERIES

oil-fired A | R CONDITIONER

for MODERN

SMALL HOMES
of f eri n g . . .

SUPERIOR Engineering at LOW COST

A Revolutionary Development in a Compact QUALITY Unit

Economical, Efficient, Healthful CONDITIONED-AIR Heating

This new small COMFORTROL combines all features that experience has
found desirable in truly modern CONDITIONED-AIR heating for homes . .

.

and new advantages not available elsewhere. Its compact design provides
surprising capacity for its midget size (80,000 6. T. U. per hour at registers).

Outer casing of auto-body steel with smooth, hard enamel finish in two-
tone green; chrome trim, gleaming black baseboard. Modern . . . beautiful!
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odest Cost Made Possible by

Advanced Engineering and Simpli-

fied Design in C0MF0RTR0L 2300

THE WATERBURY pioneering spirit produced this amazing
new conditioned-air heating unit for small homes ... a

tested development that is really startling in capacity and effi-

ciency for a unit so small, so compact, so economical in opera-
tion. It is so simple in design that it offers highest quality con-
struction at lowest possible cost.

The "High Velocity" Principle in Heating
Scientific laboratory experiments developed this new type

steel furnace that increases the rate of heat conduction through
the furnace body by increasing the velocity of the hot gases
inside the furnace—up to just the right point. This results in the

most efficient and economical heating with an oil burner.

The THRIFT Idea in Furnace Design
The cutaway diagram view at the right shows how the hot

gases from the burning oil travel up the center of the combustion
chamber to the round dome, then down along
the inside surface of the furnace body, and then
up through the secondary heat-radiating flue.

This fire travel is "counterflow" (opposite direc-

tion) to the heated air stream outside of the

furnace body . . . increasing the rate of heat

transmission.

Cutaway view showing travel of

hot gases inside the furnace.

Pull-Out" Operating Unit
The burner, furnace front,

protectorelay and pre-cast
combustion chamber are all

combined in a single unit,

bolted into the furnace body
. . . may be easily loosened
and pulled out for inspection
or servicing.

Seamless Steel

Furnace Body
Copper-bearing steel, com-

pletely welded . . . leak-proof,
no dust, soot, smoke or gas
can get out of the furnace into

the air stream.

Healthful Conditioned-Air

Heating to make Small, Low-

Cost Homes really MODERN

The cutaway view at left shows how the air is drawn from
the rooms by the powerful quiet COMFORTROL Blower,

down through the Air Filters, then forced into the heating

chamber surrounding the furnace, then up over the Thermo-
Drip humidifier and into the rooms. (See pages 4 and 5 for

description of units.) In summer, this unit may be used for

night-air cooling and daytime filtered air circulation in

your home.
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Today

s

Heating Unit

for Homes

of Today

COMFORTROL oThredAIR CONDITIONER

for AVERAGE-SIZE Homes

offering . . .

CONDITIONED-AIR Heat
at LOW COST

Advanced Engineering
— Compact Design

Summer COOLING
if desired, at modest cost
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irifty Heating — Efficiem

Air Conditioning — from

COMFORTROL 9300

This oil-burning CONDITIONED-AIR heating

unit for average-size homes offers higher rela-

tive efficiency in an unusually compact and

thus comparatively small unit— at moderate

cost! Ingenious new engineering advancements

make this possible. Its furnace body has about

12 per cent more heating surface per gallon of

fuel oil input than the average efficient oil-fired

furnace. Its long flue gas travel plus HIGH
VELOCITY of flue gases, combine to produce

surprising heating efficiency and fuel economy.

Cutaway view showing Thermo-Drip Humidifier.

This cutaway view of furnace body shows how the long fire travel

makes most efficient use of heat generated by the oil burner.

d win

Air Filtering to remove dust, dirt, pollen and other impuri-

ties, adequate humidity with the Thermo-Drip Humidifier

and gentle forced air circulation with the COMFORTROL
Blower are all combined with efficient, thrifty heating in this

moderate-priced unit. (See pages 4 and 5 for description of

these units.)

During operation in cold weather this unit replaces the air

in your home five times or more per hour with cleaned,

heated and properly humidified air, assuring a comfortable,

healthful and pleasing atmospheric condition. In summer it

may be used for night-air cooling and daytime filtered air

circulation.

WATERBURY AIR WASHER UNI
Optional Equipment, at Small Extra Cost

Provides air washing "as purifying and refreshing as

Nature's ram." May be included in original installation or

substituted later for standard Thermo-Drip equipment.

The air is first filtered through dry filters, then washed and

humidified with a fine spray of water, then filtered again

through a wet spun glass filter. The water spray is produced

by a centrifuge (metal disk) whirling through a pan of water.

It is operated from the blower motor shaft which is thus made
doubly useful. Automatic humidity control with solenoid

valve provided at small additional cost. This unit has space

for cooling coil when wanted.

Cutaway
view

showing
Air Washer
Equipment. 11



COM FORTROL 1 3 SERIES
OIL-BURNING AIR CONDITIONER

for LARGER HOMES
High Efficiency at Low Fuel Cost

in CONDITIONED-AIR HEATING
Especially engineered for oil-burning . . . large combustion

chamber and large radiator provide unusually long fire travel
for greatest fuel economy. The welded seamless steel, leak-
proof furnace body assures CLEAN heat and long service.

Standard Air Conditioning Units

include the COMFORTROL Blower, COMFORTROL Humidifier
and efficient air filters—all described on pages 4 and 5. The
cutaway view at left shows how the gentle circulation created
by the quiet COMFORTROL Blower draws the air from the
rooms down through the purifying air filters— then forces it

around the extensive heating surfaces surrounding the furnace
body— up through the humidifier and plenum chamber and
back into the rooms as clean, warm, healthful, refreshing air.

In summer, this same air circulation may be used for night-
air cooling and daytime air motion and air filtering.
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for use with any Good Stoker — for

CLEAN Conditioned- Air Heating

Cutaway view of furnace body of Standard Model with clinker

receptacle in front. Always specify make and size of stoker

to be used, so that stoker casing can be made to fit. Also
specify right side, left side or rear location of stoker casing.

This unit is specially engineered for use with any standard

coal stoker and introduces important improvements in furnace

design for stoker operation. Stoker installed at the rear, or

at either side of the furnace. Note airtight casing for stoker

mechanism. Radiator with long fire travel and extensive heating

surface assures greatest heating efficiency and fuel economy.
Vertical baffle plates are so designed that accumulation of fly

ash does not interfere with fire travel. Handy clean out openings
in back of radiator. WATERBURY SEAMLESS welded steel con-

struction entirely eliminates the nuisance and danger of smoke,
soot, dust, dirt and fumes from leaking into the home through

the heating plant.

HANDY CLINKER RECEPTACLE—located just under the front

door. The hot clinkers are dropped into this portable container,

allowing gases and dust to pass out through smoke pipe while

cooling. At convenient times, the container of cooled clinkers

can be easily lifted out through the lower door. Also fur-

nished in special Anthracite models, providing for ash removal

mechanism.

AIR CONDITIONING UNITS and air travel are the same as

in COMFORTROL 1300 Series shown on opposite page.
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Another

Noteworthy

WATERBURY
Advancement

in Home
Heating

Front
View

COMFORTROL
Gas-Burning AIR

Completely NEW
Designed especially for burning Gas—and

introducing outstanding new features as-

suring greater Safety, Economy and Effi-

ciency in healthful conditioned-air heating

with gas.

Winter Air Conditioning

Air Filtering to remove dust, dirt, pollen

and other impurities, adequate humidity

with the Thermo-Drip Humidifier and

gently forced air circulation with the

COMFORTROL Blower are all combined

with efficient, thrifty heating in this mod-

erate-priced unit. (See pages 4 and 5 for

description of these units.)

In Summer this unit may be used for night

air cooling and daytime filtered air circula-

tion.

3400 SERIES
CONDITIONER

Cutaway View Showing Heat Exchanger Units, Humidifier, Blower and Filters.
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Results never before possible

in a Gas Furnace now offered

in COMFORTROL 3400 Series

NOT satisfied with results obtained with former

standard practices in gas furnace construction,

Waterbury engineers discarded all previous designs

and made a fresh start. Guided by scientifically estab-

lished engineering principles, they developed and
tested, step by step, each feature of this NEW-TYPE
gas-buming furnace. The final completed product
offers these unusual features:

DESIGN SIMPLICITY—note the clean-looking heat

exchanger unit in the cutaway view at right.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION—the correct heating capacity

for each size of house is furnished most economically
by providing the required number of heat exchanger
units. Each unit is rated at 45,000 B. T. U. input and
32,400 B. T. U. output at registers. The illustrations

on opposite page show an air conditioner containing

two heat exchanger units—which provide proper

capacity for the average small home.

"HIGH VELOCITY" HEATING PRINCIPLE—the nar-

row heat exchangers are made just the right thick-

ness to produce the correct high velocity of the hot

gases inside the furnace for most efficient and eco-

nomical heat transfer with gas.

NO GAS TRAP—SAFETY FEATURE—the Waterbury
heat exchanger unit is so designed that the flow of

gas is ALL UPWARD—no down travel. This is in

accordance with the natural tendency of gas to RISE.

In case of any gas leakage it would flow on up and
out the chimney—there's no place for it to collect.

MORE COMFORTABLE HEATING is made possible
with Waterbury unit construction. Fewer heat ex-

changer units may be turned on in mild weather to

provide more constant heat and thus more even
temperature in the home.

QUIET OPERATION—NO BAFFLE PLATES inside the
furnace to "snap" or burn out. This overcomes one of

the most common objections heretofore experienced
with gas furnaces.

BURNER IS WATERBURY DESIGNED with ports of

proper size and spacing to prevent "flash back" and
for safest, most efficient, and economical burning
of gas.

LEAK-PROOF WELDED STEEL FURNACE BODY
Copper-bearing steel, completely welded ... no
fumes or gas can get out of the furnace into the air

stream.

Waterbury SEAMLESS
Gas Furnace

For those who wish to have the out-

standing advantages of this efficient

new-type gas furnace without the

added cost of Air-Conditioning Equip-

ment, the Waterbury SEAMLESS Gas

Furnace is available—as shown here.

The construction and operating fea-

tures are the same as described above

for the 3400 series air conditioner. It

comes equipped with Thermo-Drip

Humidifiers (one pan for each heat

exchanger unit).
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24 PROVED ADVANTAGES
The ORIGINAL and most highly

developed welded SEAMLESS
STEEL warm air furnace. Guar-

anteed permanently gas-tight,

smoke-tight, dust-tight . . . assur-

ing CLEAN heat.

800 SERIES
(HAND-FIRED)

SEAMLESS
WATERBURY
FURNACE

Both the Gravity System (natural circulation of rising heated air)

and Forced Air Application (for healthful Conditioned- Air Heating)

are equipped for hand-firing of coal, coke or wood.

CONDITIONED-AIR Heating

Available with the WATERBURY SEAMLESS Fur-
nace, at moderate extra cost, by simply adding the

COMFORTROL Blower Unit which combines air fil-

tering and forced air circulation with the heating and
air humidifying already delivered by the Waterbury
Seamless Furnace, (See illustration at right.)

With this Forced Air installation, the pipes and
registers are smaller and neater than those used for

gravity systems. Piping may be placed along the ceil-

ing in the basement "out of the way." Greater fuel

economy is assured by the rapid, forced movement
of air along the furnace heating surfaces.

See pages 4 and 5 for description of COMFORTROL
Blower and standard air filter.
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LEAK-PROOF Welded

Steel Construction

The Waterbury Seamless furnace
body is one solid steel unit. No furnace
cement is required or used in its setting;

all joints in the radiator are welded
together.

Waterbury Seamless Steel construc-

tion is the safe and certain system of

insuring Clean Warm Air Heat under all

conditions— the ideal heat, free from
contamination by furnace dirt, smoke,
gas or soot—permanently.

NEW Green Enameled

Square Casing

as shown on preceding page ... a
BEAUTY, with hard, smooth two-tone
green finish on auto-body steel. Double
casing construction to conserve heat.

Also available in galvanized round cas-

ing at lower cost.

Fuel-Saving

Patented RADIATOR
Its staggered baffle plates force

the hot gases from the combustion
dome to travel a long circuitous

route and its large surface area
permits absorption of heat from
the gases before escaping up the

chimney. This is one of the reasons
for the remarkable fuel economy of

the Waterbury Seamless Furnace.

21 Other WATERBURY Features

described in the complete WATERBURY SEAMLESS
Furnace catalog. If interested in getting biggest value
in a warm air furnace, write for it.

Phantom View of Seamless Furnace Radiator showing
patented gas-tight damper control and patented bafiles.

WATERBURY Humidifier

Provides a larger surface area of water for evapora-

tion and is placed directly over the steel drum of the

combustion chamber where heat is greatest, assur-

ing greater humidifying efficiency. Easily removed
for cleaning. Made in two types

—

SEMI-AUTOMATIC (standard equipment) equipped
with air-tight 2-gallon reserve supply tank, easily

filled as required. Adjustable brass nipple on the

bottom permits manual control of water level and
rate of evaporation.

FULLAUTO- /iri
MATIC (at small

extra cost) pro-

vides automatic
water supply
where city water
pressure is avail-

able.

If you want a LOWER PRICED Furnace

the WATERBURY GASTITE (700 Series)

will give you a reliable welded steel furnace of

simplified design . . . with assurance of heating effi-

ciency, fuel economy and gas-tight construction.

Write for full information.
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fTlHE specialized knowledge, experience

* and reputation back of your home

heating and air conditioning system are

as important as the same considerations

in selecting your architect, contractor or

building artisans. Here is an engineering

job . . . requiring organized research, train-

ing and skill to first properly design and

build the required units, and then to plan

their installation in your home to assure

the most efficient, dependable and eco-

nomical operation.

Since 1907, the WATERBURY organiza-

tion has specialized . . . not simply in manu-

facturing furnaces . . . but in a persistent

effort to IMPROVE home heating methods. These

endeavors have been so successful that the name

WATERBURY has won national recognition for ad-

vanced engineering in home heating and winter air

conditioning. Leadership in this field has become a

WATERBURY tradition— "what WATERBURY does

today, others do tomorrow." In evidence, here are

just a few of many achievements:

WATERBURY introduced the first welded seam-

less furnace body and developed it to such perfec-

tion that it has entirely eliminated the nuisance and

danger of smoke, soot, dust, gas and fumes getting

into the home through the heating plant.

WATERBURY led in developing warm air furnaces

specifically for use with oil burners, achieving re-

markable records of fuel economy in comparison

with converted coal-burning furnaces.

WATERBURY also designed a furnace especially

for coal stoker operation, introducing important im-

provements for greater efficiency, economy and con-

venience of operation.

the Important Name

to Remember,

when planning Heating

or Air Conditioning

for Your Home

ing, air filtering, humidifying and forced air circula-

tion units and in combining them into a completely

coordinated CONDITIONED-AIR heating system for

homes . . . COMFORTROL . . . controlled indoor

comfort!

WATERBURY blazed new trails in designing really

beautiful outer casings for COMFORTROL Air Con-

ditioners and Waterbury furnaces . . . making them

suitable for use in the basement recreation room of

the modem home.

WATERBURY has developed a COMPLETE line of

heating equipment to meet today's standards in

home-building—to fit your wants, whether you wish

to bum oil, gas or coal and whether you want the

simplest form of warm air furnace installation or the

most modem air conditioner.

It pays to be with the leader—if you want to have

the newest and finest in home heating and air con-

ditioning, if you want to get biggest value for your

money, if you want to protect your home investment

against depreciation because of obsolete equipment.

Swing along with WATERBURY, at the head of the

WATERBURY pioneered in developing air wash- procession!
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Please send complete information on the following:

—COMFORTROL Oil Burning Air Conditioner

—for small home— for average home— for large home

-COMFORTROL Stoker Air Conditioner

'-COMFORTROL Gas-burning Air Conditioner

—Waterbury SEAMLESS Furnace

—for coal— for oil— for Stoker— for gas

Name

Check and mail above postcard

No Postage Required

•

Get all the facts about the latest developments in home heating

and air conditioning before you decide. Learn about the expert

Waterbury factory engineering service that is available to you
through your architect, contractor or local Waterbury dealer.

There's no cost or obligation in sending above request—do it today.

THE WATERMAN-WATERBURY CO.
1121 Jackson St. N. E. Minneapolis, Minn.



What WATERBURY does today

Others will do tomorrow

THE WATERMAN-WATERBURY CO.

1121 Jackson St. N. E. Minneapolis, Minn.


